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Section 3.4.22 Trench 22 physical description by context 
 
Trench 22 was a “virtual” trench created to provide a consistent numbering scheme for the 
walls of the villa found in trenches 11, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18 during the 2000 excavation 
season. Trench 22 context numbers appear on Figure 3.36 in the Alfred’s Castle book. As 
shown on this figure, robbed wall area [11015] as well as the walls given numbers in trench 
2 during 1998 were never provided with context numbers in the 22000 series. A further 
numbering anomaly was the assignment of a number within this series to possible trench 
[22012] and its fill (22013) on the basis that it was originally thought to be a possible wall 
foundation trench. The dimensions of the features in trench 22 were largely unrecorded and 
where noted below are estimates taken from the referenced plans unless stated otherwise. 
 
 

Context Number Type Description Fill of Phase 

22000 structure wall 
 

ROM 

22001 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22002 structure wall 
 

ROM 

22003 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22004 structure wall 
 

ROM 

22005 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22006 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22007 structure ?entrance 
 

ROM 

22008 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22009 structure wall 
 

ROM 

22010 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22011 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22012 cut ?trench 
 

ROM 

22013 fill 

 

22012 ROM 

22014 structure wall 
 

ROM 

22015 structure wall 

 

ROM 

22016 structure wall 
 

ROM 

22017 structure wall 

 

ROM 

 

 

Field drawings within the site archive: 

Plan 2201: [22001], [22003] and [22006] 

Plan 2202: [22004], [22006] and [22017] 

Plan 2203: [22006] and [22016] 

Plan 2204: [22006], [22007] and [22010]  

Plan 2205: [22007], [22008] and [22009]  

Plan 2206: [22000], [22001] and [22003] 

Plan 2207: [22003] 

Plan 2208: [22003] 

Plan 2209: [22015] 

Plan 2210: [22005] and [22012]   

Plan 2211: [22015] 

Plan 2212: [22006], [22007] and [22008] 
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Section 22.01: Wall [22003] 

Section 22.02: Wall [22002] 

 

STRUCTURES 

Wall [22000] (plan 1902, no section) formed the south-eastern half of the eastern main 

outer wall of the villa and was visible in trench 16. The context number does not appear on 

the villa plan, Figure 3.36, where it has been treated as “same as” wall [22006].  

 

Wall [22001] (plans 1801, 1802, 1803 and 2201, no section) was a chalk block structure 

c. 4.7m in length and 0.8m wide forming the eastern wall of the villa extension located at 

the south-eastern corner of the villa complex where it abutted wall [22000]. It had 

originally been designated as wall [11003].  

Wall [22002] (plans 1801, 1802 and 1803, section 22.02) was the southern wall of the 

villa extension c. 4.5m in length and 0.7-0.9m wide visible in trench 18. It was probably part 

of the same structure exposed as the south-eastern segment of wall [22005] in trench 17.  

Wall [22003] (plans 1901, 1902, 1903, 2201, 2206, 2207 and 2208, section 22.01) was 

the southern wall of the original building, c. 11.3m in length and 0.7-0.8m wide visible in 

trenches 19 and 11.  

Wall [22004] (plan 2202, no section) was an internal wall located 3m north of the original 

southern end of the building that was only visible in trench 16 where it abutted the west 

side of wall [22000] = [20006]. This wall portion was c. 0.6m in length and 0.65m wide.  

Wall [22005] (plan 2210, no section) the west wall of the villa extension located in the 

south-west corner of the villa complex, c 3.8m in length and 0.7-0.8m wide, visible in trench 

17. This context also included the southwest corner segment of the south wall of the 

extension, c. 1.5m in length and 0.8m in width.   

Wall [22006] (plans 2202, 2202, 2203 and 2204, no section) was the north-central 

portions of the eastern main outer villa wall visible in trench 16 laying to the north and 

south of robbed out wall section [22017] as shown in Figure 3.36. The south segment was 

c. 6.4m long and c. 0.8-0.9m wide while the northern segment was c. 6.2m in length and 

0.7-0.8m wide. Wall [22006] has been treated as “same as” wall [22000] with respect to 

Figure 3.36. 

 

Possible Entrance [22007] (plans 2204, 2205 and 2212, no section) was a c. 1.2m long 

area in the north-eastern corner of the east villa wall with distinctly oriented stonework 

comprised of smaller stones extending across the full c. 0.60m width of the wall, visible in 

trench 16. It was abutted to the south by wall [22006] and the north by wall [22008]. It 

was interpreted as a possible entrance to the area identified as villa room 4, although as this 

area was not fully excavated this relationship could not be confirmed.  

Wall [22008] (plans 2205 and 2212, no section) was a short segment of wall in the north-

east corner of villa’s east wall, c. 1.2m in length and 0.6-0.8m wide, that was visible in 
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trenches 14 and 16. It was to the north of possible entrance [22007] discussed directly 

above. No artefacts were found in this context. 

Wall [22009] (plan 2205, no section) was the north-eastern corner of the northern outer 

villa wall, visible in trench 14. This context number originally designated only the area of a 

robbed out portion of the wall to the west of wall segment [22008] and east of wall 

[22011] (described below) as shown in Figure 3.36. The context number has subsequently 

been designated “same as” wall [22011]. This wall was c. 6.7m in length and c. 0.7-0.8m 

width. Wall [22009] is aligned so as to appear to be the eastern portion of the wall identified 

earlier in trench 2 as wall [2018].  

Wall [22010] (plan 2204, no section) as was the case with wall [22004], only a short 

portion of this possible interior villa wall abutting the west side of wall [22006] was visible 

in trench 16. This feature was c. 0.8-0.9m wide and extended c. 0.5m west from wall 

[22006] to the edge of the trench. Wall [22010] was thought to be the eastern end of wall 

[2009] from trench 2, which separated Room 4 from Rooms 2 and 3. It was thought 

possible that wall [22010] abutted/was abutted by possible wall [2145], although there 

was no excavation to confirm this relationship as is shown on Figure 3.36.  

Wall [22011] (plan 1406, no section) was a context number initially assigned to the 

portion of the north outer villa wall that lay in the western end (trench grid north) of trench 

14, c. 3.8m in length and c. 0.6-0.7m in width. Its alignment suggests that it is a part of 

wall [2018] from trench 2. As discussed above, on Figure 3.36  it is considered part of 

wall [22009] which is used to define the entire north villa wall. There were no artefacts 

associated with this context number. 

Cut [22012] (plan 2210, no section) was a 1.10m long cut projecting 14cm from the east 

side of wall [22005], laying to the south of trench 11 and the north of Roman destruction 

layer (17004) and the west of surface (17007). Although this was initially described as a 

possible wall foundation trench, as it cuts possible Roman floor surface (17007) phased to 

the 3rd century, it is more likely a feature associated with the destruction of the villa than its 

creation. The fill of the cut, (22013), was friable mid-brown silty clay with approximately 

50% chalk inclusions up to five cubic cm in size.    

Wall [22014] (no drawings) only known from the context sheet where it is described as a 

possible internal wall which butts wall [22011]. This would place the feature in the north-

eastern quadrant of the villa, probably running on a north-south orientation, although there 

is nothing suggesting this wall on plan 1406 which shows wall [22011].   

Wall [22015] (plans 2209 and 2211, no section) was a central portion of the western 

exterior wall of the villa, visible in trench 17, c. 4.7m in length on the west side, 3.8m long 

on the east side and 0.6-0.7m in width. This wall was a continuation southwards of wall 

[2003] and ended at the northern edge of robber trench [11015] at the point where this 

feature intersected trench 17. It was bounded on the east by destruction layer (17006) 

and the west by destruction layer (17005). The upper surface of this wall remnant was 

primarily a layer of mortar.  
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Wall [22016] (plan 2203, no section) was an eastward continuation of wall [2005] from 

trench 2. This was the eastern section of an internal wall connecting the east and west outer 

villa walls, probably forming part of the southern boundary for villa Room 3. It was visible in 

trench 13 and had initially been identified as wall [13017]. Its eastern end met wall 

[22006]. It was c. 5.0m long on its southern side, 4.4m in length on the northern side and 

c. 0.65m in width. It was bounded to the north and south by destruction layer (13002). 

Cut [16010] lay to the north-west of the intersection of wall [22016] and wall [22006].  

Wall [22017] (plan 2202, no section) was a portion of the eastern villa wall which had 

been robbed down to its foundation, bounded to both the north and south by wall [22006] 

(as discussed above) and joining wall [22016] on its western side. Destruction layer 

(16005) lay to its west and destruction layer (16006) to its east. It was c. 3.2m in length 

and c. 0.8m in width.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


